ADA CLAIMS BULLETIN
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If you own or operate a public accommodation (such as a restaurant), sooner or later you may be sued for discrimination against
the differently abled − or you may be asked for a cash payment to se le a claim before a lawsuit is brought. Whether it is right or
wrong, it is inevitable.
Although never intended to work this way, a federal law meant to increase access for disabled people is now being used by
unscrupulous individuals and their attorneys to shake down merchants for quick settlements or for unreasonably high
attorney’s fees and court costs. Here, we will discuss how to prevent such suits and, when necessary, how to defend
against them when they are filed in court.

OVERVIEW OF THE ISSUE
Title III of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) was enacted with good intentions to prevent discrimination against persons
with disabilities in places of public accommodation. However, due to the broad scope of the legislation, the unclear definition
of what constitutes a violation and the fee-shifting provision of the statute, Title III has been abused by “serial ADA plaintiffs”
and by the plaintiffs’ law firms that drive these cases (together referred to herein as “serial ADA litigants”). Restaurants,
especially those in busy metro areas such as New York and Los Angeles, are favorite targets of serial ADA litigants. Therefore, it
is in Insured’s interest to work with the carriers, brokers and attorneys to dispose of these cases quickly and efficiently.
Typically, there are two types of ADA plaintiffs. Type 1 plaintiffs look for swift resolution and settlement. They are usually open to
settlement negotiations soon after the commencement of the action. Type 2 plaintiffs seek to drag the parties through the long
and arduous discovery process before negotiating settlements to include the amount expended for litigation.
This is how a typical ADA case unfolds. Insured’s first notice of the alleged ADA violation will typically be the summons and
complaint. Following the pleading stage, Type 1 plaintiffs would usually seek to settle immediately for a small amount. Type 2
plaintiffs would drag their feet through the discovery stage and bill as much as possible in the process. Usually they will seek to
complete paper discovery, a site inspection and depositions before attempting to settle or mediate the case. At that point most
businesses will be inclined to settle to prevent incurring additional costs. The plaintiffs’ attorney would then pocket most of the
settlement proceeds as “reasonable attorney’s fees,” leaving the actual plaintiffs with a small recovery before moving on to
their next victim.
To combat this abusive process, Berkley Luxury Group retained Wilson Elser Moskowitz Edelman & Dicker LLP (Wilson Elser) to compile
a list of suggestions and actions that could help to reduce Insureds exposure and liabilities.

Insured’s INITIATIVES PRE-LAWSUIT
The most effective strategy in dealing with serial ADA litigants is to take a proactive approach to make each and every
establishment ADA compliant before a lawsuit can be filed. The key considerations are the costs and burdens.
Broadly speaking there are three categories of changes: (1) those that are relatively easy and inexpensive to make, (2) those that can
be accomplished but can be costly and/or burdensome, and (3) those that simply cannot be done.
Below are suggestions to help Insured’s deal with each of these categories. Preferably, these steps should be taken during the
initial construction and/or renovation of the establishment, which will significantly reduce the cost of compliance. An engineer
with expertise in ADA compliance should be retained to help plan the construction.
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The benefits are two-fold. First, it is less costly to make the premises ADA compliant during the initial construction. Second,
construction/renovation of a premises may trigger a greater duty of ADA compliance under the statute (see the three different
standards of law on page 6).
1. Easy and Inexpensive Changes
Before any buildouts or renovations, consult with an accessibility expert or
architect with specialized knowledge of ADA compliance to create a checklist to
identify all changes that need to be made to comply with the law. The expert will
conduct an inspection of the establishment and provide a detailed list of changes
that can be implemented. This also may serve as a deterrent to future litigation.
We have prepared a list of items commonly alleged by ADA plaintiffs that are
relatively easy and inexpensive to fix. The following are some examples of things
that every establishment should do:
 Ensure proper handicap signage is displayed and clearly visible from the
outside of the establishment.
 Ensure that the height of all bathroom mirrors meets the requirement of the
ADA.
 Ensure that at least 5 percent of all seating is handicap compliant and that the
height of tables and chairs meets the requirement of the ADA regulations.
 Ensure that the height of the bar counter meets the requirement of the ADA.
 Wrap exposed pipes in the restrooms.

There are certain items that are more costly or require more effort, but are nevertheless worth the investment. These are items
that “give the appearance” of being ADA compliant. Many of the ADA serial litigation firms work as “drive-bys,” where the law
firms hire individuals to literally drive around the neighborhood trying to spot non-ADA-compliant establishments. Therefore,
giving the outward appearance of ADA compliance may be an effective deterrent to these litigants. In addition,
even if a lawsuit is eventually filed, implementing some of the changes below will demonstrate to the court that the
establishment is invested in providing services to the disabled, which will weaken the plaintiff’s case.
 Two vital areas to address are parking lots and entrances. These areas are what most people can observe just passing by
the establishment. By investing the resources to make the parking lot and entrance ADA compliant, drive-by plaintiffs may
assume the rest of the establishment also is compliant.
 To the greatest extent possible, ensure that the entrance does not require a patron to climb a step (or steps) or pass
through a revolving door as the only means of entry to the establishment. Such barriers serve as a red flag to serial ADA
litigants and invite suits. This is often difficult to avoid as older buildings were constructed before accessibility for the
disabled became a public concern. If removal of a step at the entrance is impossible or unduly burdensome, invest in an
ADA-compliant portable ramp to maintain at the premises. Although an establishment may have used a non-compliant
ramp for years to assist disabled patrons, any ramp that is not ADA compliant will need to be replaced.
 Another strategy is to invest in conspicuous video surveillance of the entranceway. Again, this serves as a deterrent to
“drive-by” ADA plaintiffs. If it can be conspicuously seen that the establishment has the means to identify whether the
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plaintiff actually attempted to gain entrance into the establishment, drive-by plaintiffs may be less likely to initiate a
lawsuit against the establishment.
 Invest in an automatic entrance. As previously stated, the entrance is one of the first areas observed by driveby plaintiffs.
It is likely that a drive-by plaintiff will see that the establishment contains an automatic entrance and assume that the rest
of the establishment is ADA compliant.
 Where an automatic entrance is not feasible, consider investing in a conspicuous “assistance” button or bell by the
entrance. The button or bell would alert employees trained to respond and provide assistance necessary at the entrance.
Having this procedure in place (and preferably written, see below) is an indication that Insured’s is taking affirmative
steps to comply with the statute, which may help with future litigation.
 Employees should be trained to assist disabled persons. It would be beneficial to have written training materials on how
to assist disabled persons, as along with a written policy that ensures that employees have undergone the training
necessary to provide such assistance. In addition, signs should be visible within Insured’s that state help is available for
anyone needing assistance.
 There should be individuals at Insured’s in charge of all ADA-related issues, including devising, implementing and
providing training for the above-referenced written policies. The individual(s) would work with the architects and
engineers to ensure that Insured’s is ADA compliant. The individual(s) would be the contact person and would be the
witness to provide testimony concerning Insured’s policies for providing services to the disabled.
 Review all property leases in detail. Special attention should be paid to who is responsible for addressing ADA compliance.
For example, it is common for the lease agreement to provide for the landlord to be responsible for ADA compliance of
common areas, while the tenant is responsible for the ADA compliance of the interior. The ADA should be considered
when negotiating leases. (A sample of a lease provision on this topic is annexed as Appendix I.)
 Bargain for ADA compliance when negotiating leases. For example, if an establishment has an entrance that happens to
be the entrance to the building, it is often unsettled who bears the responsibility for making the entrance ADA compliant.
In these scenarios, Insured’s may be able to negotiate to have the building bear some or all of the cost of ADA
compliance.
 Related to the above, indemnification and contribution clauses should be set forth clearly. If the current lease provision
does not provide for any of these protections mentioned above, ensure that negotiations take place to set forth clearly
each party’s rights and obligations so that unnecessary litigation expenses will not have to be undertaken to clarify these
issues.
 If Insured’s desires, the Berkley Luxury Group retained counsel will be able to assist and review leases and provide
specific recommendations.

2. Costly and/or Burdensome to Fix Items
An ADA expert may bring to your attention certain items in Insured’s that are not ADA compliant, but are costly to remedy
and/or difficult to implement. In this case it is important to work with the ADA expert and your attorneys to create an
implementation schedule. The implementation schedule will provide approximate timings for segments of renovations to be
completed in order to become fully ADA compliant. Having this implementation schedule already in place before litigation
commences is a good sign Insured’s is working toward full ADA
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compliance. Should litigation arise, your attorneys can then use this schedule to demonstrate to the court that Insured’s has
already taken steps to remedy ADA issues without the plaintiff’s intervention, thus the plaintiff is not a catalyst for the
changes being made and is not entitled to attorney’s fees (see “Move to deny attorney’s fees on other grounds” on pages
12−13). In addi on, the Berkley Luxury Group retained counsel can work with you to devise various defenses that would be
applicable to undertaking such projects, i.e., readily achievable, undue burden, threat to health (see “Substantive defenses”
on pages 11−12).
Examples of common ADA issues that are costly and/or burdensome to fix:
 Installing a lift  Changing the slope of the
floors  Increasing the width of bathroom
stalls.

3. Changes that Cannot Be Made
Finally, there are changes that simply cannot be made, based on the individual situation of the specific Insured’s
establishment, even if Insured wishes to become fully ADA compliant. Similar to the prior situation, Insured must work closely
with the Berkley Luxury Group retained counsel to devise a well-prepared legal strategy to present to the court if litigation
ensues. The legal defenses referenced on pages 11−12 (such as fundamental altera on, technically infeasible, landmark
preservation, etc.) all require documentation as proof. Working with your attorneys to have documents ready for the plaintiff
saves tremendously on time and resources during litigation.
You may know that specific alterations will never be approved. You should apply for permission to make those alterations
anyway. When the municipal authority denies the request, you can use that denial as proof if you are sued. For example, a
denial from the Landmark Preservation Commission is evidence that a change proposed by the plaintiff cannot be made.
Investing the initial resources to make this application might save hours of litigation in the future. It is better to have this
information for the first court appearance and argue that the plaintiff was not the catalyst for the change.
Being well prepared has the added benefit of letting the plaintiff know
that this particular establishment is ready, able and committed to
handling serial ADA lawsuits. Serial ADA law firms often pick their fights
with the less prepared or “soft” targets. Thus, having the reputation of
being well prepared serves as an effective deterrent in a market where a
handful of plaintiff/law firms conduct majority of the ADA lawsuits.
Examples of common ADA issues that are almost impossible to fix
include:
 Installing a lift in an establishment that cannot support its weight or
structure.
 Establishments that have been recognized as landmarks and cannot
be structurally changed.
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SUGGESTED ACTIONS FOR INSURED, POST-LAWSUIT
If, even after all precautions have been undertaken, an ADA lawsuit is filed, there are certain guidelines for Insured’s to follow to
mitigate the litigation costs as much as possible.
Understand that from a legal perspective, three different standards of law apply in an ADA lawsuit depending on certain
attributes of the establishment. For example:
 New Construction – for buildings occupied after January 26, 1993, for which the last application for a building permit or
permit extension is certified as complete after January 26, 1992, the strictest standard of compliance applies. These
buildings must be constructed so that they are “readily accessible to and usable by individuals with disabilities,” unless it
can be demonstrated that compliance with this requirement would be “structurally impractical” because “the unique
characteristic of the terrain prevent the incorporation of the accessibility features.” See 42 U.S.C. Sec. 12183(a)(1) and
49 C.F.R. 37.41(b)(1).
 Establishments “Altered” after January 26, 1992 – for buildings “altered” after January 26, 1992, architectural barriers of
the altered portion of the establishment must be removed “to the maximum extent feasible.” 42 U.S.C. Sec. 12183(a)(2).
In cases like this, much of the litigation will be focused on what constitutes an
“alteration.” (Buildings constructed or altered after March 15, 2012, must comply with the 2010 regulations.) 
“Existing” Facilities – for buildings that existed and were occupied before January 26, 1993, the standard is the loosest. In
this case, the plaintiff must demonstrate that the removal of barriers is “readily achievable.” 28 C.F.R. Sec. 36.104. If they
are able to do so, the defendants will get an opportunity to show that such removal is not readily achievable.

Very early in the litigation there should be a joint meeting between Insured’s, your personal/corporate counsel and the
Berkley Luxury Group retained counsel. Insured’s should have present for this meeting an employee who is well versed in
Insured’s ADA-related issues to provide information to the attorneys. This initial meeting also will set the tone for the
litigation and for the Berkley Luxury Group retained counsel to obtain any information and documents that will assist it in
obtaining a swift and cost-effective resolution to the case.
Once counsel is retained, Insured’s should make sure to cease all communications with the plaintiff or the plaintiff’s attorney.
Do not reach out to the plaintiff to “make things right” unless you want to expose Insured to potentially severe legal liability.
Document gathering is a time-consuming but important process. While the Berkley Luxury Group retained counsel will
advocate zealously to ensure that irrelevant documents are not produced, it is very helpful to be able to bring certain
documents to the table in the early stages of discovery.
For example, if Insured’s has an implementation schedule that it has been following, this will significantly diminish plaintiff’s
claims that certain areas of the establishments are non-ADA compliant, as it is evident that the client is taking steps to remedy
the situation.
Time is of the essence. Most ADA litigation takes place in federal court, where there are strict standards and tight
deadlines. Federal judges are less likely to accommodate the parties than are state court judges. Make sure that Insured’s
preserves and gathers all evidence once a lawsuit commences. Doing so will not only bolster the case but will also avoid
spoliation claims by the plaintiffs, which is the destruction of evidence relevant to the litigation.
An officer of the company who is tasked with the knowledge, creation and implementation of Insured’s written policies
on providing equal access to the disabled should be prepared to rectify and answer questions involving Insured’s
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dedication to providing services to the disabled, and be able to document all such efforts. The Berkley Luxury Group
retained counsel will help prepare the officer for such depositions to achieve optimal results.

RETAINED COUNSEL’S INITIATIVES
As advocates, the goal of the Berkley Luxury Group retained counsel is relatively simple and straightforward. We strive to resolve
the actions quickly and cost effectively. To achieve this goal we have implemented the following steps when faced with ADA
lawsuits. As previously mentioned, there are two general types of plaintiffs: ones that
tend to settle quickly while doing little work and ones that seek to drag through the
litigation to pad their legal bills for a larger recovery. The steps below set forth (1)
actions that should be taken regardless of the type of plaintiff we are dealing with,
(2) actions that should be taken when dealing with Type 1 plaintiffs and (3) actions
that should be taken when dealing with Type 2 plaintiffs. Dealing with each type of
plaintiff requires an understanding of how they think and how they function.
1. Actions to Be Taken for All Plaintiffs
As soon as the Summons and Complaint is received, the Berkley Luxury
Group retained counsel will schedule a meeting with Insured to get an initial
understanding of the claims and to discuss what steps, if any, the specific Insured
establishment has already taken to become ADA compliant.
 It is also during this initial meeting that Insured should strive to obtain
as many documents as possible. These documents include, but are not
limited to the aforementioned implementation schedules, inspection
reports, employment manual, and permit applications. These
documents are essential in trying to get an early resolution.
 Immediately request that Insured preserve and retain all surveillance footage then in existence. Initially, the dates that
the plaintiff visited the restaurant may not be known. As soon as that date is disclosed, we can limit the preservation of
surveillance footage.

Soon after the lawsuit is filed, the Berkley Luxury Group retained counsel will conduct an initial inspection of the Insured
establishment in question with the Summons and Complaint, and go over each of the plaintiff’s allegations to determine
how many are legitimate. Often, ADA plaintiffs serve boilerplate complaints, and elimination of non-applicable allegations
is a good method to not only limit the discovery that will take place but also serve as additional ammunition for negotiating
settlement with the plaintiffs.
Research both the plaintiff and the plaintiff’s firm to determine if they are serial ADA litigants.
 While courts have not settled on one position, there have been instances where judges have taken a proactive stance
against serial litigants, either through rulings, sanctions or denying attorney’s fees, as discussed in further detail below.

Determine if there are procedural grounds for moving to dismiss the lawsuit.
 Very often the lawsuits filed are boilerplate, identical complaints to those previously fired, with little to no research
done on the actual facility sued. Therefore, there may be procedural grounds that support a motion to dismiss.
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 For example, a wrong corporate entity may be sued. Moving to dismiss based on the incorrect party may result in the
plaintiff choosing to move on to the next target rather than to spend time and money pursuing Insured on a defective
claim.
 Statute of Limitations – the federal ADA statute does not have a statute of limitations provision. Therefore, the courts
“borrow” state limitation periods most analogous to the claim. While many ADA claims adopt the “discovery rule,”
which focuses on the “continuing effect” of alleged ADA offenses (usually plaintiff-friendly), there have been cases in
certain jurisdictions, e.g., Southern District of New York, that have adopted the defendant-friendly “construction rule”
in certain circumstances, where the statute of limitations begins to run when the non-compliant alteration was
completed. See, for example, De La Rosa v. Lewis Foods of 42nd Street, LLC., 124 F.Supp.3d 290, 299 (S.D.N.Y. 2015) (in
the case of a successor operator being sued for noncomplying alterations made by its predecessor, the Court viewed
“noncompliance with the alteration provision of the ADA as a one-time discriminatory act, complete when the
predecessor completed the alteration that failed to make ‘the altered portion of the facility… readily accessible.’”)
(Internal citations omitted).
 Often, when a case is dismissed on procedural grounds the plaintiff’s attorney may not be interested in expending the
time and resources to correct or fight the procedural defects as it is often easier to just move on to another target. This
is usually more applicable in the case of the Type 1 plaintiff than the Type 2 plaintiff.

Prior to the first conference (as discussed below), an ADA expert should visit the Insured establishment and prepare a
report on the findings.
In federal court, the first conference is critical in setting the tone for the rest of the litigation. Therefore, by the date of
the first conference, the Berkley Luxury Group retained counsel will strive to obtain all the information and documents
that can be used to bolster our case. Counsel will appear at the conference with the ADA expert opinion to present our
case to the court in the most favorable light. This should pressure most plaintiffs to lower their settlement demands.
As the case moves toward discovery, the Berkley Luxury Group retained counsel will maintain constant communication with
Insured and keep Insured updated on the developments of the case.
2. Dealing with “Type 1 Plaintiffs,” Those Seeking Quick Settlements
In addition to taking the actions listed above, when dealing with a plaintiff’s firm that is seeking quick resolutions, it is
advisable to serve them with initial demands tailored in such a way to make their response and compliance difficult and
time-consuming.
 It is important to understand the psyche of a Type 1 plaintiff. Their business model is built on volume alone. They seek to
file as many cases as they can while doing as little work as possible. Therefore, by serving difficult discovery demands, we
are forcing the plaintiff’s attorneys to do work that they do not want to do, which will usually set them up for lower
settlement amounts.
 Type 1 plaintiffs typically serve boilerplate pleadings and discovery. If they attempt to incorporate a large amount of
attorney’s fees into settlement negotiations we will point out to the court that all of their work is similar, therefore it
took little to no actual time for them to prepare the pleading.
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3. Dealing with “Type 2 Plaintiffs,” Those Seeking to Pad Their Bills
Unlike with Type 1 plaintiffs, requiring Type 2 plaintiffs to answer tough and detailed initial demands runs the risk of
furthering their litigation strategy. This is because the attorneys for the Type 2 plaintiffs are looking for every opportunity
to pad their legal bills, and they are usually more than happy to spend 4−5 hours answering tough demands and seeking to
recover those costs from the defendant.
To deal with Type 2 plaintiffs it is also important to understand their psyche. Their goal is to pad the attorney’s fees to
recover said fees under the ADA’s fee-shifting statute. Therefore, they will serve every discovery demand available
regardless of relevance, as any discovery dispute would result in billable time as well. Therefore, in order to avoid aiding
them in their strategy to pad their bill, we need to take certain initiatives.
First, make a motion for a protective order. Keep the discovery focused on the issue at hand. If 100 ADA violations are
alleged, but only 30 are the focus of any dispute, keep the discovery focused on the 30 in dispute. If the only issue is whether
something is or is not ADA complaint, do not stray from this issue and allow plaintiffs to demand documents for past changes
or future plans.
 Simply objecting is not enough. Unfortunately discovery objections have become the norm in modern day litigation
and every response, even if compliant to the demands, is riddled with boilerplate and specific objections. Judges are
almost always preoccupied with resolving discovery disputes arising from the parties’ objections and refusals to
produce. To keep the litigation on track, abusive demands should be countered with a motion for protective order, so
that the issue can be contained.

Second, be prepared. Having all the necessary documents ready and available before they are even requested is invaluable
in conserving litigation expenses. Counsel will need to establish to the judge at the initial conference that Insured has
conducted an inspection, implemented a schedule of compliance, and is following written policies to ensure
accommodation to the disabled. This is why it is important for Insured to undertake these initiatives before the lawsuit is
filed (see, Section I). It provides the ammunition to stop a litigious law firm in its tracks before the matter becomes diluted
with irrelevant and unnecessary discovery. Preparation is the key to minimizing costs when dealing with Type 2 plaintiffs.
Substantive Defenses – With Type 2 plaintiffs who are unwilling to settle early, it becomes important to evaluate each
individual case and assert the defenses below as applicable. These defenses serve as additional factors to pressure an otherwise
litigious plaintiff into settling early.
 Standing. Plaintiff only has standing to make claims related
to his or her disability. See, Steger v. Franco, Inc., 228 F.3d
889 (8th Cir. 2000). Therefore, we can eliminate certain
claims that do not injure the plaintiff. For example, a female
plaintiff cannot sue for ADA noncompliance in the men’s
restroom. Similarly, a wheelchair-bound plaintiff cannot sue
for ADA noncompliance with regard to the blind. Of course,
if it can be shown that the plaintiff never actually visited the
establishment, he or she would lack all standing.
 Readily achievable. For establishments that existed at the
time of the ADA’s enactment in 1993, the readily achievable
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standard serves as a preliminary threshold for the plaintiff to overcome. Plaintiff must first show that the method of
removing a barrier would be readily achievable, meaning “easily accomplishable and able to be carried out without
much difficulty or expense.” 28 C.F.R. Sec. 36.104. Plaintiff must first meet this burden, at which time defendants
would have to show that the removal of the barrier is not readily achievable.
 Fundamental alteration. Another defense in ADA suits concerns whether the modification required to remedy the
ADA noncompliance would result in a fundamental alteration to the nature of the goods, services, facilities,
privileges, advantages, or accommodations. 42 U.S.C. Sec. 12182(b)(2)(A)(ii). The determination of fundamental
alteration is case-specific and unpredictable, and requires an examination of the fundamental character of the
establishment and the proposed alteration. See Mary Jo C. v. New York State and Local Retirement System, 707 F.3d
144 (2d. Cir. 2013). An example of this unpredictable defense was illustrated when professional golfer Casey Martin
sued the PGA under Title III of the ADA to allow him to use golf carts. The PGA defended their refusal by asserting the
fundamental alteration defense. The United States Supreme Court examined the character of the game of golf, and
ultimately determined that the use of golf carts is not inconsistent with the character of golf, which is, as the Court
put it, “using clubs to cause a ball to progress from the teeing ground to a hole…” See PGA Tour, Inc. v. Martin, 532
U.S.661, 683-84 (2001).
 Undue burden. Undue burden in ADA suits is typically undertaken in the context of providing auxiliary aids and
services is if the accommodation would be of a “significant difficulty or expense.” 28 C.F.R. Sec.
36.304(d)(2).
 Technically infeasible. A separate defense in ADA suits is if the modification would be technically infeasible, defined as
having “little likelihood of being accomplished because existing structural conditions would require removing or altering a
load-bearing member that is an essential part of the structural frame; or because other existing physical or site
constraints prohibit modification or addition of elements, spaces or features that are in full and strict compliance with
the minimum requirements for new construction and are necessary to provide accessibility.” ADAAG Sec. 4.1.6(1)(j).
 Threat to health and safety. Yet another defense in ADA suits with regard to the removal of barriers is to argue that such
removal would “pose a significant risk to the health and safety of individuals with disabilities or others.” 28 C.F.R. Sec.
36.304(d)(2).
 Historical landmark. Alterations in historic buildings must comply with the same standards as other alterations to existing
buildings, unless it is determined in accordance with defined procedures (ADAAG 4.1.7) that compliance with accessibility
requirements for accessible routes, ramps, entrances or toilets would threaten to destroy the historic quality of the
building.
 Mootness. If the alleged ADA defects are remedied before the court resolves the matter, via settlement, trial or
dispositive motion, then the case is moot and the court loses jurisdiction over the matter. As explained below in this case,
the plaintiff would not be declared to have “prevailed” and would not be entitled to attorney’s fees.
 Not governed under the ADA. We have seen an increase in cases that deviate from the traditional ADA lawsuit alleging
inaccessibility of the physical premises. Certain serial ADA litigants have resorted to attacking business websites that are
alleged to be inaccessible to the blind. Whether or not the internet is regulated under the ADA is a gray area in the law,
and our retained counsel has argued that a strict interpretation of the ADA shows that it does not govern the internet
and the websites.

Move for a denial of attorney’s fees. In a recent Eastern District of New York decision Costello v. Flatman, LLC, 2013 WL
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1296739 (E.D.N.Y. 2013), the court refused to award plaintiff attorney’s fees, citing the conduct of plaintiff’s counsel as “indicative
of a parasite disguised as a social engineer. It must stop.” It should be noted that this decision was reversed on appeal, but on
other grounds. Specifically, the trial court judge felt so compelled by the litigation that he personally inspected the eight
businesses sued by the plaintiff to take judicial notice that no changes have been facilitated as a result of plaintiff’s lawsuits,
which was a reversible error. However, the appellate court’s decision suggested that had the trial court judge not conducted the
personal inspection, the trial court decision would have been upheld.
Although the Costello decision was affirmed, this is nevertheless an indication that courts have grown weary of serial ADA litigants
and are open to deterring these clearly money-motivated lawsuits.
Move to deny attorney’s fees on other grounds. The United State Supreme Court, in Buckhannon Bd. And Care Home, Inc. v.
West Virginia Dept. of Health and Human Resources, 532 U.S. 598 (2001) eliminated the catalyst theory. The ADA allows
plaintiff’s counsel to recover attorney’s fees from the defendants if they prevail. If defendants cure the defects prior to the
conclusion of the case, technically the case is moot and the plaintiff did not “prevail.” The catalyst theory allowed plaintiffs to
argue that they were the catalyst that contributed to the change, thus they are entitled to attorney’s fees. Buckhannon
effectively eliminated that practice and it can be useful to defend against minor infractions that can be remedied before the
resolution of the case.
 Buchhannon remains the final and binding authority on the catalyst theory. The Southern District of New York, where
most of the serial ADA litigation takes place in New York, follows the United States Supreme Court and denies attorney’s
fees based on a catalyst theory. See, e.g., Lieberman v. Law School Admission Council, Inc., 2009 WL 3617539.

If a frivolous ADA lawsuit is defeated, one can move to recover attorney’s fees from the plaintiff. While the plaintiff may not
have the assets to cover the fees, this serves as a deterrent for other plaintiffs seeking to make a quick buck. Since most ADA
plaintiffs do not make much money off each individual case, it is likely that they may become deterred to participate in the
scheme if the consequences are harsh.

ADDITIONAL INITIATIVES
In addition to the above initiatives, there are other options that may be available to combat serial ADA litigation.
Certain geographic locations in the United States have become more attractive for serial ADA litigation due to their bustling
small businesses and state accessibility laws that are more expansive than the ADA. California, Florida and New York are
examples of locations prime for ADA lawsuits, with California leading all 50 states in the number of ADA lawsuits filed.
Therefore, we recommend that any of Insured’s new locations take extra precaution, and be extremely wary of ADA
compliance during any construction and/or alterations.
Lobby for the stricter requirements to file suit under the ADA. For example, California recently passed SB 1186, which intends
to help businesses that genuinely want to comply with the ADA. Helpful provisions include:  Ending “demand for money”
letters from attorneys.
 Allowing qualified defendants to seek an immediate and mandatory stay of the lawsuit and requiring an “Early Evaluation
Conference” in which the plaintiff must present its entire claim.
 Reducing statutory minimum damages if ADA violations are cured within a certain period of time.
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 Requiring the court to consider plaintiff’s conduct in connection with “stacked claims.”

In contrast, New York does not have any of these restrictions. Successful lobbying for similar if not more stringent legislative
requirements may not completely stop the onslaught of ADA litigation, but it may diminish the number of filings.

CONCLUSION
Serial ADA litigation is an issue that has to be combated on all fronts. Only through a collaborative effort can we defeat the serial
ADA plaintiffs while minimizing costs in the process. Insured should take the time and effort to ensure reasonable compliance with
the requirements of the ADA, and be able to display an effort of implementation. On the other hand, Berkley Luxury Group and their
retained counsel are committed to bringing the highest quality of representation to each and every case. With strong
communication and a clearly laid-out plan, we will aim to stop every serial ADA litigation in its infancy in order for Insured to
conduct its business without worries in this regard.

Special thanks to John. D. Morio, Partner at Wilson, Elser, Moskowitz, Edelman & Dicker LLP and his litigation team for their legal
research, oversight and guidance in preparing this white paper.
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APPENDIX I – SAMPLE LEASE PROVISION

Representation of Compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
Landlord hereby represents that the common area of the premises is fully compliant with 42 U.S.C. s. 12101 et. seq., known as the
Americans with Disabilities Act (“ADA”) as of the time of the commencement of this Lease. It is the Landlord’s continuing duty to
ensure that common areas remain fully compliant with the ADA throughout the terms of this Lease. Tenant shall inform the
Landlord of any planned construction and/or renovations to the premises, and ensure that such construction and/or renovations
comply with the ADA. In the event that the Tenant is sued for non-compliance with the ADA as related to the alleged ADAnoncompliance of the common areas of the
premises, the Landlord must indemnify the
Tenants for the Loss including but not limited to
attorney’s fees and settlement costs.
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